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ATOMIC ENER,GY IN INDIA 

WE have the privilege of printing in this 
, issue the address on Atomic Energy by 

Prof, Meghnad· Saba, member of the Parlia
ment, before a distinguished gathering of 
Parliamentarians and Ministers of the India 
Government, presided over · by the Prime 
Minister, Prof. Saba recently undertook a 
journey to Europe and America and obtained 
first hand knowledge of atomic energy develop
ments in European and American countries 
of which he has given a full description, He 
has tried to make out, and we think with 
complete success, that the impoftance of 
atomic energy research does not lie in develop
ment of atomic missiles or the hydrogen bomb, 
but in the promise which it holds out for 
meeting the 'Energy F amtne' whtch exiSts 
1n many countries of the wpr)d. or the insatiable 
Energy 1iunger which some highly industria
lised countries have developed. 

He has shown that the 'Energy Famine' 
alread exists in different countries of the 
wor , an now ere m a more ac 
than in India as a whole and certam 
States of India m particUlar. Energy ts m 
short supply in France, and lwy amongst 
European- countries, and in most of the Latin 
republics of South America on· account of 
poor resources in coal which is the main source 
of industrial power in the world, in those 
countries. Even the U.S.A. and_ Great Britain, 
though they have been blessed by Nature 
with abundant supplies of coal, have been 
alarmed at the terrific rate at which their 
coal deposits are being depleted. Mr. Putnam, 
in his 'Energy sources in the Future', thinks 
that in another 150-200 years, even U.S.A. 
and Britain will be faced with acute 'Energy 

He has laid particular stress on coal, for 
so far it has provided nearly-90% of the bulk 
of industrial power supply. We share the 
opinion of Prof. Saba that no other source, 
except atomic energy, can take the place 
of coal. Solar energy is mentioned in this 
connection, but it must be remembered that 
inspite of two thousand years of effort, it ha.S 
not been found possible to harness solar ener~ 
effectively, except p1oducing some toys for 
demonstration purposes, and no method is 
in sight for handling large volumes of energy 
produced out of solar radiation, as are required 
for large industrial plant as we can do w1th 
coal or atomic 'energy. · 

Prof. Saba gave a pict~e of the level 
of developments in different countries. The 
U.S.A. has been easily the first, due to the 
lead she had obtained during the World War II 
in fundamental and developmental research. 
She has. now entered the field of production 
seriously. She has a five-year programme 
for reactor development, the object of which 
is to develop electrical energy out of uranium 
fission at rates which would be competitiv~ 
with that obtained from thermal or hydro. 
electric sources. Great Britain has already 
a ten-year programme for constructing reacton 
which will develop 5 million kilowatts of energy. 
This will replace 20 million tons of coal, 
and will deliver energy at 1" per unit. Though 
the rate is almost double that of electricitj 

· from thermal sources, the British leaden thiru 
that the experiment is worth trying, ana the1 
have actually undertaken the construction o~ 
industrial power reactors. The reader rna} 
~~. ~e ~c~e by ~~ Joh'!,_ Cockcroft rub-
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!t ls thus clear that the leading nations 

of the world have accepted the position that 
·nuclear energy alone can meet the impending 
'Energy-Famine' of the energy starved areas 
of~the world and of the Energy Hunger of 
highly industrialized countries of the world 
and have taken serious steps to meet it by 
giving very serious attention to atomic energy 
development problems. 

Where does India stand now ·j> She is 
one of the energy-starved areas of ·the world. 

I 

to 

Moo 'l'Be·~ung, Chainnan of the People'a Republio 
Of· Cbiua appointed on September 29 the Vioe·Primiera, 
Minieters and Chairman of Commiaaiona UDder the 
State Council, and tho Seoretary.Qeneral of the State 
Counoil·ln acoordanco with tho decision of the ~~rat 
eeaaion of tho first National People'• Coogreoa, 

- They are: 

- .. -~ 

rc ea t t e overnment o coun 
India must therefore make a sertous e or 

at rapid industrialisation, for which the most 
important step is to devise adequate measures 
at meeting- the Energy-famine which exists 
in a very acute form. We have not tried 

· to hide our ·view that so long our Government 
has only .becn·;playing with these two vital· 
items of national development.. Let us justify 
our opinion. 

The Government of India appointed in 
1948 an Atomic Energy Commission with the 
objectives; 

(a) To survey the country for raw materials. · 
(b}:'To take steps to develop these materials 

industrially. 
(c) To set up a nuclear reactor within 6 

years. 
(d) To promote fundamental research in 

laboratories. . · 

In a debate on the 'Peaceful usc of Atomic 
Energy' the Prime Minister admitted that the 
Commission has failed to achieve its objective 
rof setting up a reactor within 1953. He did 
not analyse the causes, but probably these 
have been made known to him. 

Huang Ching, Minimr of U.. Firn MmWry 
Machi,. Building; 

Chao Erh·lu, MiniBur of tho 8~ MiniBif'!l oJ 
Machi"" Building; . 

Chen Yu, Ftul Indtulry; 
Lee Ssu.kwang, 
Liu Hsiu-fODg, 

lnrlwfry; 

· - V~·Preonier• : Chon Yun, Lin Piao, .PODg Teh- · Cbu I,;~~}:~· 
huoi, Teng Hsiao·ping, Teng Tzu·hui, Ho Lung, Chell nioa...,.; 
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. It appears to us that tb'1 Qoyernmenf has 

either not been SPriom in.it.< intentions or has 
!'lot neen Properly advised.. In every country 
which ·has taken senously_ to atormc energ11, 
tne cmet men to w_11om the work is entrusted · 
are whole-time workers. The . Atomic 
Energy Act sa.vs : . 

·: Sec. 22 b. No member of 1/ie Commission 
shall engage in any business, vocation or employment 
oilier t~an that of seruing as a member of tile Commis
$ion. 

l
.; · It is well-known that none of the members 
of the Indian Atomic Energy Commission have 
been whole-time· men. Each· one of them 
has ~t least one whole time job, in addition 
to 'other part-time jobs of a serious nature. 
·, Another defect of the Indian Atomic 
Ener Act. has been the excessave. ms1stence 

tory for processing the . used-up · uranium 
rods; .i.e., extracting radioactive poison: .and 
plutonium, and m_aking them again fi~. for, use 
in the r~)lct9r. .._ ' 

All these laboratories have_ elaborate eCJ,uip
ments for fundamental research. . · · :~ .. , 

In rec~nt years, the situation :h~,s~me~hat 
changed. Atomic news is no longer . ve!)' 
secret, except irt the ·case of weapon develop~ 
ment and certain metallurgical and Ch!!micaJ 
processes. . The MacMahon · Act · of _194-7 
ha.• been modified allowing the Atomic Energy i 
Commission of U.S .A. to establish a Central 
Service for supply of small reactors to' American 
Univefsitie.s and to friendly nations, .. It . is 
quite possible that Pakistan arid other 1 sma~l 
nations friendly to U.S.A. may_: get reactO!'S.
before India has one but they have to depend 
on the central service organised·. by· ihe 
American A.E.C., to ·supply them with material 
and expert advice for maintaining· these :re 

cooperation of the general body of Indian actors in action. I 
SCientists for this r,eat work. A~tenuon nas .. - . It will help development of atomic e.!rgy 
oeen drawn to t e stenlizmg m~uence of in India, if negotiations are carried !ri·. for 
secrecy1 but though some explan:ouons have 

1 
equipping the existing nuclear institutes· in 

been given, we are not at all convmce~ of the India with such reactors. \ 
soundness of these arguments. We thmk that '· 
there should be complete disavowal of secrecy · But India cannot;· :and oshould not allow 
as in France. herself to be dependent' on the U.S.A. or any 

The structure of Atomic Energy Organisa- ' foreign P'?w~r for t~e . ~eve}ol'!"ent o_f ato~.c 
tion iri every country is now taking a definite e!'ergy withm hc:r : temtoues. Slie . must aam, 
pattern, and·. on the basis of these patterns, lake France, on Aw.miC Autonomy. For _th~. pu.rpose; 
we recommend to the Government the pattern a Centr~ Atormc Energy Laboratory IS needecj. 
suggested in t.-...e following article by Prof. whose a1m should be : · · . ' . · . · .I 
M. N. Saha (p. 220). (a) To organise prospecting · work for 

The most important unit in the development Uranium and Thorium on a inuch 
·of atomic energy in every country has been vaster scale .than has so far been done; 
the setting up of an Atomic Energy Establish· .(b) To process t~e ores to. metal, and 
ment of which prototypes are found in the- process ~raphite and other moderat~rs; 

, • . • (c) To budd Reactors out of ln.d1an 
. (I) Br1Ush Atormc Energy·,: Stauon at material and carry out rescarchCll 'on 
_llarwell; Economic Power Reactor Develop-

(2) The· French Atomic Centre at Saclay; ment; and , 
and (3) The Great American National Atomic (d) To organise .a Central Service for 

, Laboratories at Brooekhaven, Argonne and Atomic Energy work in the· country. 
·:Oak Ridge. Fundamental ·research may be left to the 
· · The India Government has not yet seen existing. institutions but all of them _should 
:its . way to establish any laboratory of the be organised in ·a· well-knit, purposeful group. 
above type. We also lay down the requisites fo~ the 

location of site for such a place. . There. are 
several factors in determining the location. of 
such station. . Some of them. may: be ·men-

The objectives of such laboratories have been 
prinlarily to carry out all ·the developmental 
research for industria:! power production out 

. of nuclear sources, and to carry on fundamental 
. research. All of thein maintain· one or two 
· or: more reactors, and have laboratories for 
·processing materia:! needed for reactors, vi-~:., 
. uranium rods, their carining in aluminium, 
:preparation of IIIOderators, .and a hot liLbOra-

tioned here: · •.. ·, · · · 

\

(1) S~ty-lt. m:ust no.t bein~n ~x~d 
positiOn. · · - · · 

(2) Power-large quantities ·or' po_W.;.. ; _of 
the order·of 30 to 40 thousand kilowatts 
may. be ·ultimately needed.· .. -· , .. 
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·(3) Plentiful supply of good water. 
(4) Nearness to industrial resources. 
(5) Seclusion-away from centres ofpopula

..A tion due to (a) hazards and (b) radio· 
1 activity disposal. 
~(6) Communication. 

scrapped, and a new one should be set up, 
of which we give a tentative sketch (p. 220). 

Should the Government decide to establish · 
a Central Atomic Energy Establishment, it is 
to be !loped that they do not make a wrong 
selection of site, for the success of the atomic 
energy enterprise will depend to a very great 
extent, on the proper selection of site and 
personnel. . 

This new administrative machinery pro• 
posed wi'l achieve three objectives essential 
for success : (I) committing the Government. 
seziously in Atomic Energy Developments; 
(2) securing the co-operation of the general 
body of scientists-physicists, chemists, geolo· 
gists, and engineers in the work of policy· 
making as well as in research, development 
and production; (3) creation of a strong 
administrative staff to give effect to the policy 
laid down; (4) establishment of a national 
centre of A. E., research and development. The administrative machinery is not less im

portant. We hav~ shown that the machinery 
set up by the Government of India during these. 
five years had neither the spirit nor the stature· 
of the machineries which have been found 
suitable in other countries and therefore it ' 
was unable to make any· progress, worth the 
name. The present machinery should be 

The proposal is on the pattern of systems 
now getting a standard shape in all countries. 
It is now an urgeat necessity that the policy 
of hesitancy be given up, and the old Atomic 
Energy Act be repeal~d and a new Act be 
brought into existence, embodying the experi
ence of other countries. 

FUTURE OF ATOMIC ENERGY IN INDIA* 

I need hardly remind this assembly of 
, real politicians that the Atom has domi
,nated World· Politics since' 1945, when the 
prst three atom-bombs were exploded. _ The 
Atom bomb and the Hydrogen Bomb have 
been so much on the headlines of daily papers 
that the far more important significance of 
the· great discovery of Nuclear Fission has 
been missed. ·I am going to tell you about 
that : how the Atom is going to .dominate,, 
·within probably a generation, the industrial 
and technical life of the world. 

It is well-known to you that there is a· 
great disparity in the standard of living in 
the different countries of the world, as is 
illustrated .in table I, which represents the 
per capita income per year in different parts 
;(valid._for the year 1949) of the world. 

.; I have taken the average standard to be 
proportional to the per capita income. The 
table shows that the highest standard has been 
attained in the U.S.A. Next in order come 

. several West .European countries. India and 

' • A talk by Prof. M. N. Sah& to a group of Members 
of the Parliament and other distinguished guests 

·presided over by the Hon'ble PriJne Minister of India 
11t bill resid~>~~ce on September 28, 1.954, · 

Pakistan do not stand exactly at the bottom, 
but even Mexico, Turkey, and some South 
American countries have reached a better 
standard. What is the cause of this enormous 
disparity? 

It is because production of all goods_ 
essential for life vi;:;., food, and industrial 
products are very much less, in the backward 
c~untries, where, in addition, education, sanita· 
bon and transport are very poorly developed. 
!he. common people have very few comforts 
m life. A few figures may be given. 

India has a population of 360 millions, 
U.S.A. has 160 millions. India produces barely 
one million tons of iron and steel, while U.S.A. 
produces over I 00 million tons. The per capita 
consumption of iron and steel in U.S.A. is 
over .1200 lb., all of which is produced in the 
U.S,A. The per capita consumption in India 
is 12 lbs. of which only 7 lbs. are produced 
in India, the rest comes from abroad. As 
iro'!' and steel are essential key materials, 
thetr poor supply embarasses a 'lot of other. 
na?onal !lctivities; vi;:;,-housing, transport, rna• 
c~mery, mdustry, defence etc. The same sad 
ptcture may be given of every other key 
industries ancl others dependent on the!ll 
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oh., basic chemicals, aluminium, coal-tar 
industries, machineries etc.-

. TABLB I 

PER CAPITA NATIONAL- INCOME (1949) OF SOME 
COUNTRIES 

Per 

Name of Country 
.capita %to 
annual U.S.A. 
income level 

in dollars 

U.S.A. I453 100.0 
Canada 870 69.9 
New Zealand 856 68.9. 
Switzerland 849 68.4 
Great Britain 773 53.2 
Denmark 689 47.4-
Norway 587 40.4 
Belgium .582 40.1 
France 482 33.2 
Ireland ... 420 28.9 
lsrail .. 389 26.8 
Czechoslovakia 371 26.6 
Argentina 346 22.8 
Russia 308 21.2 
E. Gennany 300 20.6 
Poland 300 20.6 
Roumania· 280 19.2 
Hungary .. 269 ' 18.6 
Bulgaria 160 10.3 
Lebanon 126 8.6 
Egypt 100 . 6.9 
Syria 100 6.9 
Iraq 85 5.8 
Ceylon 66 4.6 
lr&diB: 57 3.9 
Pakistan 61 3.5 
Saudi Arabia -40 2.8 
Burma 36 2.6 
Siam 36 2.6 
China 27 1.8 

Why is production so poor in India ? 
There are many factors, !;lut the main factor 

. I d' - d th · \);. m n 1a compare to o er . coun tr1es IS 

illustrated in Table II taken from Putnam's 
'Energy Sources in .Future'. • 

. ~ 

The unit of Energy used here is a million 
·British Thermal Units which is equal to 300 
kilowatt hours. · . _ 1 

The U.S.A. consumes a-U"emendous amounl' 
of energy vi~., 67. units per capita in a_ ye,fr 
to maintain 'her producti()n; transportatioh 
and other activities. The consumption gf 
other countries varies ·in a graduated way. 
The lowest figure in table II is that of India 
vi~ .• 0. 7. The figure will be somewhat larger 
according to my calculations, because J>ut'VJID 
does not take into account ~nergy produced 
by human and animal labour, which i is · 
negligible for U.S.A., but add considerab~y 
to India's total. India's consumption of 0, 7 
units is nearly a hundredth part of the Ame~i · n 
figure, or !/60th of the American figure · e 
take human and animal labour into accou . 
But there are countries lower in the scale th n 
India_:_vi~., China, the countries of the . .Near 
East, some countries of Mrica, etc .. 

Table I and Table II put the whole pro
blem . in a nut-shell. The highly industrialized 
countries produce a tremendous amoun~ of, 
energy, and their production ·is proportionately> 
far larger in every respect. The backward 
countries are unable to do so, and their produc
tion is little removed from that in . medieval i 
times, because as in medieval times they i 
continue to depend mainly on human and. 1 animal labour. But is it possible for the · 
highly industrialized nations to maintain their ; 
sources or energy-supply, and their rate of, 
production in future -~ On the other side, is' 
it po~sible for the backward nations to exploit · 
and develop their energy sources, so that they 

.I 
• TABLBll : 

Year 

-1947 
1946 
1939 
1950 
1947 
1949 
1941 
19-15 . 
1945 

Country 

United States 
United Kingdom 
Germany 
U.S.S.R. 
World 
France 
Argentina 
Japan 
India 

. . 

Annual input 
per capitA 

millions. 
of Btu 

232 
122 
110 
62 
41 
36 
29 
20 
H 

Aggregate 
efficiency 

. of the energy 
ByBteiJl % 

29 
24 
19 
26 
22 
21 
21 
13 
6 

Tons of·-
Annual output bituminous 

per capita coal ~quivalent 
millions to annual 
of Btu output 

per capita . · 

'67 2.6 • 29 I. I 
21 0.8 
16 0.6 
9 0.3 
8 0.3 
6 0.2·-
3 0.1 
0.'1 0.03 



.SouRCES OF EilERGY SUPPLY 
. . . 

To' answer these two questions, we have 
(o . efamine critically the • sources of energy 
supply .. They are, in order of priority of 
uti11sation : 

• Human and animal labour. 
Burning of wood and farm products. 

1 Natural sources like solar radiation, wind 
power and power of running water. 

Combustion of coal to feed steam engines, 
steam turbines for generating electrical 
power, machinery for domestic use. 

oCombustlon of petrol to give motive power 
to auto-engines. 

Harnessing of running water ·to produce 
electrical power. 

AToMiC POWER 

In medieval and modern times, almost all 
human activities depended on human and 
ariimal labour, on the burning of wood, and 
farm products, and to a slight extent on wind
( power, as in plying sailing boats, or wind-mills 
>and primitive methods of use of running water 
\(water-wheel). There was no.t much differel'ce 
in the standard of level of d1fferent countr1es. 

, · The discovery· of the steam engines in 
) 1780, changed all this. The working capacity 

·of mankind was increased a good many times 
by making use of the energy locked up in . coal. 
Human and animal labour yielded place to 
steam engines, and steam turbines which 

.. energised machinery producing electrical power. 
Jlt became possible to handle large volumes 
' of ·power, transport the power over long . dis
~tances. The effect was a silent, but very 
'·profound revolution of human life : home and 
!Cottage industry was substituted by the factory, 
'artisans by labourers, tools by machineries, 
horse transportation by railroads and feudal 
societies dependent on trade and agriculture 
were ~eplaced by groups_ handling finance and 
labolir. separately. 

· Thci. ·industrial revolution has not yet 
reached · its climax. The invention of the 
internal combustion engine, use of petrol 
~development of ele~trical power from coal, ~ 
well as ·from runn1ng water, has given fresh 

'supplies·. of indus~al power, which arc trans-
. funning. human life at a rate never reached 
. before in human history. _ . 

· · ·· iet us : first see . how America produ~es 
such a huge. quantity of energy- by the . use 

of coal, petrol, gas and water power : She 
uses 4 tons of coal, per year per head, two-ton 
equivalent in coal of petrol and gas and 
200 kwh from water power. The corres
ponding figures for India. are 1/10 ton of coal, 
very slight or negligible amounts of petrol 
and gas, and very litt_le. fro!I'_ water power, 

The anxiety of U.S.A. is-can she continue 
to keep up consuming her energy-sources at 
such a lavish and increasing rate ? -the 
anxiety of India is how to produce more 
energy from coal and hydro-electric and other 
sources, so that she can increase her produc
tion and raise the standard of living to a 
decent level. Every other country has itS 
own anxiety, and each has taken stock of 
its position. 

Britain now produces 200 m. tons of coal 
to run her highly industrialized structure. 
Her stocks of coal are being depleted, she 
has no water power to fall back upon and her 
mining labour is unwilling to descend to . pits. 
She feels that within the next 5 .years, she 
must replace by other fuel, 20 million tons of 
coal, and ultimately coal, as an important 
source of chemicals, should be wholly replaced 
by other fuels. • 

Belgium has nearly finished all her coal; 
she is now mining coal from a depth of 4000 ft. 
and raising for 1 ton of coal 20 tons of water. 
Her industrial fabric is power-starved. 

France and Italy have poor or almost no 
coal-reserves. Even with the maximum deve
lopment of water-power, they are powel"' 
starved in a modern world. · · · · · · · 

Coal and petrol have so far provided 90% 
of energy for industrial production. Production. 
of energy by water-power barely amounts ·to 
7% of the total, though in certain countries 
like Norway, Switzerland, Sweden and Canada, 
it gives the_ bulk of energy. But_OID!'!.SO\!n
tries have not such ample reserves of water-. 
power. They have to depend on coal, inter
nally produced or exported from other coun
tries. 

Let .us now .scan .the position .. of .India. 
According to the Geological Survey of India, 
India lias altogether 60 billion tons o' coal, 
against U.S.A.'s 3000 billions and China's 1500 
billions, within the first 1000 ft. of earth's 
surface. Of these barely lf3 is economically 
recoverable. · · - · : 

How long will this coal last ? 'l'he present 
· rate of consumption in India is 36 inil\ioil 
tons per annum only, while U.S.A.'s consump
tion. with 44% of India's population--is ~00 
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million tons. If within the next few years, 
India wants to raise her industrial production 
10 times, consumption of coal would have 
to be raised nearly I 0 times, and at that rate, 
we shall finish all our coal within about 50 
years. Our water-power resources are meagre, 

COAL RESERVES 

Fi . I. 

and most of it are in the Himalayan regions, 
not directly within our influence. So the 
problem of supply of energy is a very acute 
one for us. China, with her far larger re
sources of coal, is in a much better position, 
to undertake industrialisation. 

The whole world, excepting a few favoured 
countries is facing an era of "Acute Energy 
Famine". 

In this juncture, the discovery of 'Atomic 
Power' raises new hope. Let me explain, 
in simple words, the process. 

'Coal-power' depends on the burning of 
·coal' to carbon dioxide gas. When we burn 
12 kilogram of coal which is about 12 seers in 
Indian weight, we obtain 96,000 kilocalories 
of heat. The process can be written as 
follows : 

(Here the amount of Carbon taken is 12 
gms. I calorie is the amount of heat which will 
heat I gm. of water through I °C.). 

This heat is used to produce high-pressure 
steam in a boiler, and the high-pressure steam 
is made to run a steam engine directly to 

... -
produce power or to-run a steam-turbine, 
which produces electrical power : this is the 
usual heat-cycle. The best type of machinery 
gives for one kilogram of coal about 2. 8 units 
at the highest efficiency attained which is 
only 30%. 

Let us see the order of quantity of coal 
needed to run a power-station. The Electric 
Supply Corporation of Calcutta produces in 
a year roughly one billion units of electricity, 

·for domestic use, and for running the machinery 
for industrial production in the Calcutta city 
and its suburbs. They produce this energy 
by burning nearly 0. 35 million tons of coal 
per year. Actually they burn more, about 
half a million tons, because their machinery 
is not so efficient as the latest types. 

Let us see how much 'Atomic Fuel' will 
be needed to replace this coal. For this 
purpose, we have to understand the process 
of uranium fission, which was discovered by 
Otto Hahn, a very famous German chemist 
early in 1939. This was achieved by the 
bombardment of the element uranium by 
slow neutrons. r 

The element uranium was so lont· the 
heaviest element known to man. It exists 
in two forms, having the weights 238, and 235. 
Natural uranium is 99.3% U-238, only . 4% 
U-235. It is the U-235, which is active. 
Otherwise, both forms have identical chemical 
and physical properties and can be separated 
only by very expensive physical methods. 

The neutron is an elementary constituent 
of the nuclei of all atoms, the other being the 
proton. While the proton has electric charge, 
the neutron is uncharged and is heavier. 
A neutron is allowed to approach a heavy 

,., ,,, 

"0 .... 
... .c.:.hll 
.. ~ ... it."'' 

Fig. ~. 

uranium nucleus with or without energy. 
The slow neutrons produce the maximum 
effect. Then the U -235 nucleus becomes de
formed and splits up into two unequal halves 
A and B, as shown in figure (2) 
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9,U236 +on~ -:-~ ,,Aut+,,Bv.+( >·a)on'+Q 

The left - side shows that the· neutron 
approaches the uranium nucleus. · 

, . The ·_right hand· side shows the products 
of reactton. 

· A is a new 'Nucleus' 
(y1-x1) neutrons. 

.: B is another nucleus, 
( y1-x1) neutrons. 

\ 
··We have, 

with x1 protons, and 

with x1 protons, . and 

-
which is going to be acute for the whole world · 
within the next 50 years on account of the 
rapid. depletion of coal, at. present, our main 
source of industrial energy. It will be shown 
presently that the fission of U-235 ensures a 
plentiful supply of energy for the next thousand 
years, so that inspite of formidable technical 
difficulties experiments on development · of 
nucleaF energy are worthwhile and are being 
undertaken ·by all advanced nations. But all 
is not plain sailing. · 

. -
HURDLES IN THE WAY 01' ATOMIC ENERGY 

DEVELOPMi!NT 

Let us see what are the· hurdles to· be over
come. The various hurdl~s are : 

x,+x,=92 (a) Prospecting for the Uranium_ .Ort-s; 
(b) Processing the Ores to Uranium Metal.; 

I 

Yt+Ya+Ya=236 (c) Separation of U-235 from U-238; 
l (d) Design of an Atomic·Fumacein which 

There is a large number of ways in which U-235 is fissioned; , · · . . 
this process; called Fission can take place. (e) Conversion of the heat produced to· 
Both. A and B are highly radioactive. useful energy; : . : 

1 this process, the number of ·neutrons Yo (f) Breeding ·of U-238" to active Pu-239 
a vaporated and is on the average about and of Th-232 to ac~ve U-233. 
2. These are called Fission Neutrons. Let us take these items one by one. 

The fission 'fragments A and B leave with Prospecting for Uranium : First uranium 
great energy. We call it Q. Let me give ores have to be procured. These are not very 
Y9U some idea of this quantity;, for this .is difficult matters but·require a vast organisation. 
e.Sential. · Uranium is.not a rare metal-it is said to be 

· When a gm. of U-235 splits in the way I 1/4 as plentiful as the· common metal lead. 
have mentioned, the energy produced ha5 the It is estimated that there are 25 million tons 
gigantic value of 20 million kilocalories, con- of uranium available in the earth's crust, 
'trasted with B kilocalories we get by burn;ng which can be· economically recovered. _But 
•one gm. of carbon. Thus this fuel process- it rarely occurs in large concentrates as in 
•gives per gm. of matter burnt 2. 5 million · Pitchblende or Samarskite. The vast amount 
times as much energy as the ordinary process of it occurs dispersed in certain rocks to ·the 
.of combustion of carbon, which is the process extent of 0. 2 to 0. 3% i.e., after ·processing 
psed for almost 90% of our energy generating 1009 tons of ore, one. hardly gets 2· to _3 tons. 
'machinery. 1 So the· first item is prospecting 'on· ·the 
• Let me bring home to you the enormous widest scale for uranium. On account of the 
'contrast. b~tween this _new. 'Energy-producing importance of the subject, every atomic-energy
)nechamsm and the nullemum-old mechanism minded nation is organising it on the .widest 
of combustion of carbon. We remarked that scale by public instrUction,· propaganda and 
the Calcutt~ ¥-lectric Supply· Corporation has lure of rewards. Many nations have ·got 
to burn t million tons of coal. We can pro- large stock-piles by taking advantage of war 
duce the same amount of energy by fissioning conditions, and ignorance of less advanced 
1/B ton of U-235. ; . nations. 

It seems incredible, but it is nevertheless Processing :· The second ite~ is to process 
true. the ores for the metal. Although the chemistry 

Therein lies the ·chief significance of the 
discovery of fission.- It .gives us a method of 

· energy generation which will probably save 
the_ wo;ld from the inlpending energy-fantine 
which ts already there 1n some countries, but 

· of uranium is well-known, many of the techno-
. logical processes for the recovery and fabrica

tion of pure uranium metal as well iis oth~r 
materials are well-guarded secrets, and bas to · 

. be . worked out by patient efforts by every 
nation. · · · ' 
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Design of an At~mic Furnace : :rhe third 
item is the construcuon of the Atomtc Furnace 
or the Reactor or the Pile as it is variously 
called. 

This takes the place of the ordinary coal 
furnace or the petrol · combustion chamber, 
but it 'is a far more complicated piece of 
machinery than a f~rnace. If we take a 
lump of natural uraniu~, nothing happe'!s 
to it; and it can remam unaffected, as tt 
actually does for millions .of. years: But a!l 
the time the U-235 atoms m tt, whtch consti
tute one' paa-t in 140, are being occasion~Jly 
hit by stray neutrons from space and ~~ttmg 
split during which time minute quanhtles of 
heat are produced. But nothing happens till 
another stray neutron hits another U-235 
atom and these are very rare incidents. But 
how can one make the fission-process continu
ous ? There are two ways of doing it. First 
is the way of Atom-Bombs. The first steps are 
taken by separating the active isotope (235). 
Suppose one U-235 nucleus is fissioned deli· 
berately, or by a stray neutron from space. 
Then 2. 5 neutrons are produced on the average 
and if the lump of U-235 is Jarge enough these 
second generation neutrons, o~ passing th.roug~ 
the lump fissions further nude• ofU-235; m thtS 
process furthet neutrons are produced and 
further fission takes place as illustrated in 
fig. 3. A chain-reaction is produced. 

Fig. 3. 

CHAIN-REACTION 

The whole process is finished in the fraction 
of a second, giving rise to an explosion equi
valent to that produced by 20,000 tons of 
TNT. But this is the way of Atom-Bombs. 

• 

It is not ~-235, ·as it has 
identical chemical properties with the far more 
nume-rous U-238, and the American Gpvemmeilt 
had to spend nearly 700 million dollars out of 
the first investment of 2000 millio~ dollars 
to erect two plants for the separation of U -235. 
One did not work; nearly 350 million dollars 
were wasted. The other gave neady 20 seers 
of U-235 after full 2 years' running, giving 
just sufficien~ material for the productifn of 
the Nagasakt Bomb. 

THE PILE OR THE REACTOR. OR THE AT?HIC 
FURNACE { 

The Atom Bomb produces enormous am?unt 
of energy within an incredibly short tpe. 
For peaceful utilisation of energy, the furRace 
has to be designed differently. A form of it, 
known as the Graphite Reactor is shoWli in 
fig. 4. j 

: Fig, 4 . .. ., 

This reactor co~sfsts •Of graphite ·hl~Jcs 
with a square section and hollowed inside, 
within which are placed ordinary uranidni 
rods, canned very carefully airtight within s~ll 
aluminium containers. The graphite blocks flre 
piled one over the other in the form of a cube, 
which may be 25 ft. on each side. lnterspaces 
are provided for circulation of water or(gas 
to . ~arry off the heat. 

The mechanism is as follows : su~pose 
some U·235 atoms within the alumipium 
can is hit by neutrons-then some energy will 
be produced which will be quickly converted 
into heat and on the average 2.5 fast n~utrons 
will be produced. These neutrons 'Yill have 
to be slowed down before they ·put fission 
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another ·U-23"5-·a.to"~one by the 
graphite which is only pure carbon, through 
which the last neutrons have to pass; it -en
counters a large quantity of carbon atoms 
before it comes across another U-235 nucleus, 
and in these encounters, its energy is reduced 
from million. electron volts to fraction of a 
volt (Thermal Neutrons). If then the thermal 
11-eutrojl encounters another U-235 nucleus the 
latter ~ fissioned, fresh neutrons are produced 
and t~e chain-reaction continues. 

T1e ,function of the graphite is to ·slow 
. do,wn---or ,modc~ate. the velocity of primary 
fast ~on neutrons. Graphite is the Madera-

. tor .• Jl:here are other moderators; in fact 
the lighter the atom of which the moderator 
is co,inposed the better, for energy taken up 
by flhe moderator nucleus is inversely pro
portional to its mass and the neutron will be 
brought to rest in a shorter path. We have 
choice, besides carbon of other light nuclei; but 
only' H• (heavy hydrogen) and Be0 can be used, 
for pther light nuclei like H1, Li6, Li' will 
capture the fission neutrons, which will be 
lost "for the fission reaction, and He cannot 
be had in the solid form. In fact only heavy 

beryllium, and carbon which have 
s~~!,;~rl~~r;, cross-sections can be used for . 
n purpose. 

•• 

fact, heavy hydrogen has been used for 
in the form of heavy water which 
Beryllium has not been used for 

difnc•lllt to work with and is poisonous. 

.. 
•. llo~~ovy Water R<>aotor at Sao lay. 

Reactors have been ronstructed using heavy 
water in place of graphite. They are smaller 
in size, and require smaller quantity of 
uranium. (Fig. 5.) 

CoNTRAST BETWEllN THE CoAL-FuRNACE AND 

THE REACTOR 

The Reactor or the Atomic Furnace is 
thus quite different in its action from an ordi
nary furnace, for in the latter, coal is burnt 
to C00 which escapes to air, and the heat is 
used to produce high pressure steam which 
runs a steam engine, or a turbine to produce· 
electrical energy .. The fuel has to be fed, 
constantly. 

In the reactor we have several thousand 
quadrillions (10 .. ) atoms of U-235 and a 
small fraction of them are being hit by neutrons 
at random. Depending on the amounts of 
l:J, and the moderator, a constant amount 
of heat is being produced. This must be
carried off, otherwise the reactor would blow 
off. This is done by either simply cooling 
the reactor by forced air, or in the case of 
very big reactors by water cooling. 

The heat carried off may be enormous.·· 
The Brot>khaven reactor dissipates 40,000 k\v; 
of power, nearly as much power as is handled 
by the Delhi Electric Supply. The great 
Hanford Piles, used for lertilising U-238 to 
Pu-2~9.' ano~her fissile material, dissipates neru:ly 
a_ mtl~wn ktlowatts, and cooling is done by 
dtvertmg all the water of the Columbia river 
into the Piles. (Fig. 6.) 

· The heat can be converted into useful 
work bv the us'!al heat-cycle i.e., producing 
stea~ and. run!"ng steam engines or steam -
turbmes wah htgh-pressure steam. (Fig. 7.) 

But there are other uses for the 'Pile'. 
On~ of the most important is "Breeding'. 
Thts may be explained as follows : 

."Fission" depends entirely on U-235 of 
which we have limited supply. In fact, if 
we had no U-235 in the world, there would 
have been no Atom Bomb or Atomic energy 
deve\opmen~. B'!t in every reactor, the supply 
of U-235 ts . bemg constantly depleted on 
account of fisston. So the chain-reaction will 
after sometimes, come to a standstill whe~ 
t~e. ru:nount of U-235 falls below a 'certain 
hmtt. Such rods are to be thrown out into 
water and have to be replaced by fresh rods 
of U .. 
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Fig. ?. 

I NECESSITY OF BREEDING 

~ut the process of utilising U-235 cannot 
be allowed to go on indefinitely. For U-235 
be(ng in short supply, will be exhausted in 
ra~er short time, and we must think of re
playing U-235 by some other active material. 
Here another reaction which takes place 
simultaneously comes to our rescue. Some 
of the inert U -238 may capturt a neutron and 
by two jumps, it is converted into a new metal 
Pu-239, which is also fissionable like U-235, 
a~d can be used, either for Atom Bomb making 
or for heat-production. An ideal reactor 

\ .. p- p-· 
• ,vss't+on'-••u .. • -.-. •• Np'31 

- .. Pu• .. 
w~uld be one which produces as much or 
more Pu-239 as the U-235 it consumes. Such 
reactors are called "Breedors". The great 
Hanford- Reactors or Windscale Reactor in 
d,reat Britain which are used for Plutonium 
production are not called "Breeders", since 
the quantity of Pu-239 produced is smaller 
tt1rn the "t!uantity of U-235 fissioned. The 
rc;actor at Idaho is called a breeder because 
h~rc more Pu is ptoduced than U-235 is 
consumed. 

·~ Besides, U-238, we can use the more plenti
fi~lement Thorium for bretding, by the 
fo owing process :. . 

p- p-
•• • .. +on'-.-.80 Th ... -.-..1 Pa•ss-.-.80 U"• 

orium captures a neutron, becomes Th-
233, This sheds two electrons from the nucleus 
m· succession and become U-233 which is fis
sionable like U-235. We can breed Th-232 · 
into' ,fissionable U-233, by simply exposing it to 
strell!'IlS of neutrons. So .thorium, though. it 
cannot take the place of U-235, is a potential 
nuclear fuel. 

We say, 'Potential' because without neutron-· 
irradiation-~, thorium is valueless. We must 

have first a uranium-235 pile before this can be 
done. So uranium is the key-material.* 

DIFFERENT TYPES OF REACTORS 

At present, many designs of Reactors are 
being tried to produce economic power, and 
breeding new fuels U-233 and Pu-239. Sir 
John Cockcroft, Director of the British Atomic 
Energy Research Establishment at Harwell 
in a speech before the French Chamber of 
Deputies in August 1954, disclosed that Britain 
has worked out a reactor·p~ogramme, accord
ing to which, electrical energy to the extent 
of five million kilowatts will be produced 
within 10 years from nuclear reactors, and 
will substitute coal to the extent of 20 million 
tons per year. These stations will be put 
into the Electrical Grid supplying Great 
Britain. The cost is expected to be a penny 
per unit, about 50% higher than from thermal 
sources. His colleague, Sir Christopher Hinton, 
director of production, estimates that it will 
take 20 years to reach the goal. 

The United States of America has already 
harnessed nuclear energy to run a submarine 
the Nautilus, bearing the name of the under~ 
water vessel in Jules Verne's 110vel "20 000 
Leagues under the Sea". But the p~wer ~osts 
are nearly 10 times higher . 

The present objective is to design reactors 
which will give energy at l to ~ pence. Then 
only nuclear energy may be competitive with 
energy from thermal or hydro-electric sources. 
Last year, the Atomic Energy Commission 
of the U.S.A. consideted 80 suggestions for 
the design of economic Power Reactors of 
which .5 .were chosen for experimentation and 
200 nulli•;>n dollars .were voted, for financing 
the expenments, which are in progress (Table 
Ill). Some of these designs are very un
orthodox, for example, a reactor in which 
only light water and enriched fuel are used. 

INDIA AND NucLEAR PoWER. 

Our resources of coal, oil, and water-power 
are so. limited that many competent persons 
h~ve nghtly expressed the doubt whether it 
wll ever be possible for us fully to exploit 
our natural resources, ar.d thus raise our 
standard of livin~ to a level comparable with 
European countries. The situation is extre-

•~e are m~g. this pointed remark, because some 
men m power m t~ country, have given out vaguely 
that we can do w1thout uranium iJ:\ atomic energy 
develofment, · · 
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mely bad in south and western India where 
there are either no coal at all, or very poor 
and limited quantities are available and water
power is insufficient. Natural resources cannot 
be developed simply for lack of power: It will 
therefore be complete lack of foresight, if we 
do not seriously explore the possibilities of 
harnessing nuclear power to our needs within 
the next generation. 

This is the light ~d the revi·. 
sion o~ the _u.S.A. Atomic. Energy Aet, which 

. authonses Its A.E.C. to help private\parties 
like universities, and industrial conceqts as 
well as friendly nations to participate in 
fundamental and developmental research on 
Atomic Energy. They cannot function unless 
aided by central service to be organised by the 
U.S.A.-A.E.C. . t 

TABLE ill 

Est mated Estimated 
cost completi~n 

1. Pressurized water reactor 85 million 1957 Westinghouse. 

2. Boiling water reactor 17 million 1956 Arranne National 
a b. 

9. Sodiwn Graphite re~tor 10 million 1955 N-A-"-At ationCo. 

4. Homogeneous reactor 47 million 195~8 Long tenn project 
(ORNL) 

5. Fast Breeder reactor 40 million 1958 Long term project ( 

(ANL) 
• Total: 199 million 5 years l 

The development of nuclear power, unlike 
other sources of power, which can be immedi
ately tapped and should be tapped whenever 
necessary or possible, is still an expensive long 
range one, but solid foundations for its develop
ment have to be laid without delay as has been 
done by U.S.A., U.S.S.R., Canada, Great 
Britain and France. France has been a little 
behind, on account of her initial handicaps, but 
with the new ample sources of uranium which 
she has discovered within her borders, as a 
result of intense prospecting, there is no doubt 
she will soon draw level with England. Now 
that the MacMahon Act has been modified, so 
that the Atomic Energy Commission of U.S.A. 
is allowed to help her private industries and 
friendly nations in the development of atomic 
power, many other nations closely allied to 
the U.S.A. will get the advantage of U.S.A.'s 
wonderful lead in atomic energy: For example 
within a year, Germany and Italy may be 
allowed to start atomic energy work in full 

· force. Even backward nations may benefit. 
There is nothing in the way of U.S.A. setting 
up a Nuclear Reactor in Pakistan or any other 
satellite country of America within a year or 
two and train their physicists to its use. But such 
countries 'will have to be absolutely dependent 
on U.S.A. for the replacement of fuel and 
supply of key apparatus, 

I • 
The proposals for an International Pool for 

fissile materials have not yet taken a definite 
shape. 

Fig. 8. 

In my opinion, we ought to take advantage, 
if possible of the provisions of the new American 
Atomic Energy Act, or ·of the International 
Atomic Pool, when it comes into existence, 
but we should aim at, in this as in every other 
industry, at complete Technical Autonomy 
without which our hardwon Independence 
slides on slippery grounds. We ought to aim 
.,.t Technic.,.! Autonomy particularly in Atomic 



&nergy for jt§.#:l6~ationship to nuclear 
weaP.on~ni'Ifia)te it hazardous for our country 
lr any; other'. country to be vitally dependent 
lU any other. nation. . · . 

Can we achieve technical autonomy in 
:Atomic Energy ? I think, yes. and the example 
of France furnishes me with a stimulating 
-erple.· 

mental n-uclear fuel, ·vi~., uranium, and France's · 
inability to procure it from outside owing to 

• the operations of the MacMahon Act. 

France's next door neighbour Belgium 
had plenty of it and thousand tons of rich 
pitch-blende was supplied by the Belgian 
financier Sengier out of his mines at Katanga, 
Congo to the U.S.A. in 1941 ; but for this 
act th~re would have been no Atom bomb 
in America. America had secured during the 
war a strangle hold on Belgium, and sternly 

: forbade her to supply even a gm. of ur;mium 

1..---.......ln=~~:;:;.':-~;;.:::::,:J ore to France or anv other natio}'l including 

~~~~~~-~~~;-~~lim/iu~-~·-e;.-.-~;~;"'~·-~.,~-§~-~~~L-:-- -Gr-·e--aT1kitain.--rhe- biue·rness ·was so great r..ccoUNTtMJ rin:t · 
H.~,-.,: wrt•NI'"'". a - that in my presence, Prof. Jo1iot Curie ~d 

. f DEPT . ATOUIC ENl.RG¥-<XJffPORATION - - - - -Madame--- -I,- --Cur-ie- -told one -OUtstandtng 
• ,....,,.. ~ ~. 1 .,._," American atomic scientist : · · 
Jni«<>.l "'""'·I l.,-rinf ""}'.,. ,.rl,_ M,.,. .. ..., ~ti-t., 

O~fiCIAL COUUITTlt woll ~u J 
1'-"'"-''"-' ."'-Dtpls. ~rntd ..,.,. A.lh.Dtl#fltiJ 

{!_TAFF cON.wrrrcs 01 PRaJtcrs 1 

Fig.-9. 

"France is the birth place ·of .Nuclear 
Physics; and you Americans have learnt all 
your science from France and Europe. ~et 
you· are now keeping all knowledge, and raw 
material to yourself. But we shall demonstrate 
to you that we can undertake 'development 
of nuclear power even in the teeth of your 

r- • opposition". 

Fig. 10. 

FRANCE ACHIEVES ATOMIC AUTONOMY 

The writer had some inside knowledge of 
the situation in France when she started her 
Atomic Energy Programme in 1947 after five 

1years' of World·War, with General de Gaulle's 
.Government in power. The General belonged 
Ito the extreme right, but he did not hesitate 
as was done in Germany during the war with 
._fatal consequences, to appoint. Prof. Joliot 
, Curie,_ ..yell-known for his communistic leanings, 
~o the- key:position as the Chief Commissioner 

. for . the. development of atomic energy. The 
, autllor was then in France at the invitation of 
-.~r.Of,' )~liot Curie ·to attend the RutherfQrd 
:Memorial Celebrations and was admitted to 
~orne knowledge of France's difficulties.. The 
mrun- difficulty was the absence of. the funda-·--· .. - -~ -- .... ·· .. , .... ·. . ·- ... 

_ Joliot and his colleagues had amply ful-
: filled their brave resolution and though a 

few-years--later -he wa~ -remeved- by- the- weak 
French Government, hopelessly dependent on 
Marshall Aid for her economic rehabilitation, 

-from active participation in the work of the 
French A.E.C., I gathered in.course of ID:Y 
recertt travels in France, that the removal lS 

but an eye-wash, because all the guidance 
and work are in the hands of his friends and 
the pupils, he_ and Madame I. _ Curie hive. 
trained and are training. 

· Now what has . France achieved ? Only 
last year, the French Atomic Energy Commi~
sion proudly declared that it has achieved 
"Atomic Autonomr". This means that she has 
been able to lay -the foundations -of a pro
gramme of· nuclear power development. 

· dependent entirely on French uranium _and 
other. French materials, ana on French talents 
in science and technology.* She has constructed 
successfully two experimental piles with only 
French material and French design imd h~ 
taken in hand the construction of two other 

~large piles, producing power and radioactive 
plutonium. . She- hopes to finish them by the 

· end of 1955. She has thus. laid the founda
- lions for a~_ strong Nuclear Energy Develop-

- *Gordon De~, ex-Chainnan . USAEC .says in_ hili 
' "Report on the A toni'' that "The French prograiJllllE 

unlike that of U.S., U.K. and Canada has from th< 
beginning 'operated in open. Secrecy i8 vimwll!l. '"' 
knownut .· 
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in.;~( progra;nnie: dependent entirely upon 
French materials, ·and French personnel and 
I have no doubt that in course of the next 
two decades, she will make up, with the aid 
of nuclear power developed, her notorious 
deficiency in power-resources; for it is well
known that she has very little coal, and 
petroleum was. still recently unknown and 
even all her water-power completely developed 
placed her in a much inferior position to 
Germany, who has the best and most exten
sive coal deposits in western Europe. . 

When the- French Atomic Energy work 
was started, there was practically no knowledge 
of the existence of uranium ores in France. 
But the Commission engaged at one · time 
nl)arly 20,000 men, only a few of them geolo
gists, and equipped them with modern instru-· 
ments. As a result of intensive prospecting, 
large amounts of ore, both rich and poor, 
have been found in places where their geological 
survey had not previously reported the existence 
of such ores. Particularly rich are the ores in 
the Vosges. France can now go forward confi
dently with her programme irrespective of 
foreign supply. · -·· -

Those claims were proudly made by Dr. 
Dupuy,.Director of C.N.R.S. (opposite number 
of Dr. S. S. Bhatnagar in France) who had 
been in India as member of a committee to 
examine the working of our national labora
tories, when I saw him last on July 28, at his 
office at Quai du Anatole France in Paris. 
He further added : Our ideas about the 
occurrence of U-ores have entirely changed, 
as a result of our prospecting. 1 .am quite 
s.ure that if you organise prospectipg on a wide 
basis as :we have done, you will get as pePtiful 
supplies of U. :within the borders of India. · 

AnMOOsTRAT!VE .Oi_oAl'IIZATIQN 

Description has been already giv'eP of th~ 
programme for developmept of Nuclear Epergy 
which has taken a set pattem in all the coun
tries which have taken seriouslv to it. · No dis~ 
c:i>very is in sight whtch may disturb it -in the 
I\.ear future. · -

· .From. the .· :vt:ry outset, · atomic· energy 
developments in all countries have been State 
uPdertakings, includiPg the U.S.A., the classical 
land of private. ePterprise, because the· costs 
iPvolved were too large for. any big business 
and the responsibilities to be assumed were 
of too serious a nature to be ePtrusted to big 
btisiPess. The U.S.A. haS recently modified 

l~ .·J\t~niic ·Energy Act; telaxmg · some of ihci 
rigidities of the old Act. aPd admittiPg some 
private ePterprise,, but as will be showP 
~reset;ttly this has not materially chaPged the 
.sttuatton. · 

\ 

What are 'the orders of the budget\. of 
different couPtries for A.E. developmepr, ? 
The fqllowing figures are for the U.S.A. l. 

Year In Million Dollare 

1949 621.9 
1950 702.9 

' 1951 2,032.1 
1952 1,605.9 
1953. 4,124.6 

It is said that where· U.S.A. spends one! 
' dollar, Great BritaiP spePds ten cePts, Frapce;. 
1 from one to two -Ceiiis: · -- · ··- - • 

The admiPistrative organisation which hJ 
· been set up for carrying through the pro-
gramme iP all couPtries is haviPg similar · 

· pattems. At the head is the PrL'lle Minister' 
·or the President whoever really administers 
the country and can take fipal decisioPs. He l 
should be helped by a high power committee l 
consisting of miPisters,. scientists and technicians~ 

. who will advise the Prime MiPister in laying~ 
down the policy; they will also review . the/ 
work doPe by the differePt bodies, under the 
A.E. Organisation and sanction the budget: 
There may be a parliamentary committee to I 

··stimulate iPterest amongst the public and J 
review the policy,. and fipally .saPctiOP the 1 
budget. · · · · · ~- ... 

s10ner e e two or more e ut ~ ecretanes. 
The Secretariat or Commissariat, en toget er 
should have adinhiistrative experience, sciePtifi 
apd technical I<Powledge, and· knowledge· o 
fiPaPcial · administration. 'The .. officers aPd 
employees of the conirillssariat or the secretaria · 
should- be whole-time workers aPd shoul 
have Po· other job. UPder no circumstapce 
they should be allowed to have aPy othe 
job. · 



and all divjsioi'IS"I'i'eeciedor its running, utiliza· 
tion anct'experimentation, and should have a 
·~hnol)of reactor technology. 

one of the foremost of theoretical ·physicists; 
W. Bothe, whose work led to the discovery 
of the Neutron by Chadwick in 1932; G. Hertz, 
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There should be in addition a· Board of 
Nuclear Studies and Research' to interest 

niversities and' . laboratories in the work 
onnected. with nuclear energy development 
nd fundamental research in nuclear sciences, 

d engineering and personnel training .. 

Before I conclude I should like to draw 
our attention to the lesson that German 

lhl!ure to make the atom bomb or nuclear 
reactor can teach us and in this connection 
o bring to your notice some of the pitfalls 
hat were the causes of German failure. 

WK'l GERMANY FAILED TO Eym.YB AN Amy
BoMB DURING WoRLD-WAR II ? 

. It has remained a mystery for most people 
why Nazi Germany failed to evolve an Atom
BOmb during World-War II? The foremost 
atomic scientists were there; Otto Hahn, the 
disc~verer of Uranium Fission, W. Heisenberg, 

• 

the inventor of the apparatus for separation 
of isotopes by the Gaseous Diffusion method, 
the only method which worked, and is still 
the basis of U-235--separation iii the U.S.A. 
and U.K.; R. Clusius, the discoverer of the 
method of Thermal Diffusion, the other method 
for the separation of isotopes, and a host of 
other scientists of front rank.·· Germany had 
no dearth of raw materials. She had plenty 
of. pit~b!ende ~ the famous Joachimsthal 
mmes m occupted Czechoslovakia; lower 
grad(' ores in Eastern Germany, and· plentiful 
Graphite in Bavaria. Germans had access 
to the Norwegian heavy water plants. 

In fact, there were all conditions pre· 
requisite for the success of such an under· 
taking; in fact, U.S.A. which started this work 
in 1940, was always nervous that Germany 
would be the first in the field with the Atom 
Bomb. Why, did it not happen ? 

These points were answered in a book 
called 'Alsos' by Dr. Samuel A. Goudsmit, 
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autho~ of the famous Uhl.enbeck-Goudsmit 
hypothesis of rotating electrons. Dr. Gouds
mit was a Dutchman by birth, had migrated 
to U.S.A. and ~en the American nationality. 
He was sent as the scientific chief of the Alsos 
Mission which' was a unit of scientific and 
medical personnel sent to Europe to find out 
what the Germans had been doing in scientifi~ 
work in general during the war. Goudsmit's 
special task was to find out whether the Germans 
had a large Atom Bomb plan. 

From Goudsmit's book we learn that the 
Director of Arm Scientific Research was one 

r. en tzel who was respo s1 e o etc s-
marshal Gonn . About h1s uahficat10ns Gou

entze was in rea tt on 
a secon -rate c emiSt w o a dim e to 

ost throu h the dev10us channels 
arty politics. e rea y erman 

scientiSts referred . to hun contemptuously as 
the "culture sergeant" and joked about the 
time he had given his one and on!JI lecture on · 
chemistry. Mentzel was said to have remarked 
on that occasion, that he had never realized, 
how much harder it was to deliver a scientific 
lecture than to make a political speech. 

The next man was Dr. Schumann, who 
headed the Ordnance Department. About him 
Goudsmit writes : Schumann was actually 
professor of military physics at the University 
of Berlin, although his few publications deal 
only with the vibrations of piano strings-an 
interest derived, presumably from the fact 
that he was a descendant of the composer, 
Schumann. is collea es somewhat . con-
tern tuousl rre ro essor o 
Military · Mysjc. His right han man 1n 
Nuclear Physics was Diebner_ 

Coudsmit's remarks :-"~~~e Army 
and from industry, and headed by an, incom
petent Nazi like. Esau, the academic scientists 
made slow progress on the uranium problem~ 
The true physicists could n9t give Esau their 
confidence. U nfarniliat' ·as he was with this 
field of science he could not fail to provoke 
resentment among them by his insistence 'on 
making decisions himself. Indeed it is said 
that he interfered · with uranium research 
rather than guided it." . 

'Fhe real work was done by Gerlach, Heisen~ 
berg and Diebner. Goudsmit continues-".QL 
course Heisenberg remained the leading soirit - ~ in Germany's ' uraruum proJect. Its policiCJ 
regarclmg sc1enti c researcn were enure1: 
dominated by him; h1s woru was no< 10 []C 

clouotea. nut me ~·rer prmciple does no 
worK verv we · m scJentlttc oro ects which are ' 
essentially col ectlVe enaeavours and depend 
on the cnhca g1ve ana taKe of many DU~1-
and viewpoints. Had Be1senEierg consiCiere 
Plmsell, nacl ne oeen cons1 ere bY DIS collea-
gues, as Jess tne teaaer ana more the co-WorJ<er, 
tile rm n um ro ect 
fared better. 

"It was not until the beginning of 1944 that 
the scientists with the. secret help . of Speer, 
Minister of ·War Production, succeeded in 
squeezing out Esau, wh<> became the boss o 
radar and radio .research. He was replace< 
.by a real, first-class physiCist, Walther Gerlach 
of the University of Munich. An able experi 
menter, Gerlach was also experienced in dealin!l 
with government· and army officials, as wei . . . . 
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·••Theikn.;.., Or course, of the possibility-of 
a :U-23$ bomb, but they considered it practi
cally !znpossible to separate pure U-235. One 
.:an _IU..rdly blame them for this. Perhaps only 
in !America could one have visualized and 
realized at Oak Ridge, where pure U-235 
was produced by the huge combined efforts 
of' science, engineering, industry, and the 
army. No such vision was apparent among 
the German scientists and · certainly no such 
gigantic combination of all forces working on
all fronts. 

' -. "Furthermore, the Germans never thought 
of using plutonium,in the bomb, which enorm-

usly simplified the problem. The existence 
nd probable properties of plutonium, though 

·till unnamed, had been mentioned in scientific 
iterature before the war, and in a few German. 

secret reports, but they overlooked the practical 
base of this side of the prob}em completely. 

"In fact, the whole German idea of the 
omb was quite' different from ours and more 

primitive in conception. They thought . that 
it might eventually be possible to construct 
a pile in which the chain reaction went so 
fast that it would produce an explosion. Their 

. bomb, that is, was merely an explosive pile 
and would have proved a fizz compared 
o the real bomb. 

"It was this misconception which made 
he Germans believe that an energy-producing 
ile was the first problem to tackle. In our 

e it was the other way around. We dis
overed that it was easier to make an atomic 
omb than an atomic power plant. 

)~ "Our lingering belief in the supremacy 
o German science makes it h;ud for us to 
i' cept the fact that the German physicists 
~ould have failed so utterly. There are even 
lcien tists among us who still refuse to believe 
\hat their German contemporaries could have 
htade such blunders. For these, it is necessary 

"When the . greatest of modem atomic 
physicists, Niels Bohr, fled to Denmark in the 
fall of 1943, he reported that the Germans 
were merely thinking of, an explosive pile . 
At that time we thought this meant simply 
that they had succeeded in ~~ing th~ 
real aims secret, even from a sCientist as WISe 
as Bohr. 

"But a secret Gestapo ·summary, •dated 
May of the same year, states : 

"There are two technical applicatiom of 
uranium fission. 

"I. The Uranium Engine can be .used~ 
a motor if one succeeds in controlling the 
fission of atomic nuclei within certain .limits. 

"2. The ·uranium- Bomb can be_ realized 
if one succeeds in bombarding uranium nuclei 
11uddenly with neutrons. The neutrons released 
in the fission -should not be allowed to-escape, 
but their too-large initial speed must be 
slowed down sufficiently so that they will. again 
produce further fissions. The . process piOpa-
gates itself like an avalanche. . _ 

''Mathematical computations based OJ1 
foreign data have shown that processes 1 :and 
2 are ·technically certainly p-ossible. · 

"In a recent press dispatch Otto · Hahn :is 
quoted as stating : "We knew that (plutonium) 
must exist, but we did not succeed in producing 
this substance." · 

'!Heisenberg, according to the _Associated 
Press, said that he advised the German authori
~es that "Atomic explosives could be produced 
either by the separation of uranium isotopes 
or .by building a uranium pile~" This is oa 
typically careful statement, which makes rour 
scimtists believe that he meant "of ·course" 
to · use the pile to produce plutonium: He 
never thought of it; the pile itself was supposed 
to be the bomb." f

o quote a few German statements which 
rove the facts beyond all possible doubt. 

-'---
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., 
THE PROGRAMME FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF 

NUCLEAR ENERGY IN GREAT BRITAIN* 
JOHN COCKOROFT • 

THE Department of Nuclear Energy of 
Great Britain has been engaged for several 

years in developing nuclear eilergy for the 
purpose of creating a new source of energy 
in addition to the motive power already pro
duced by means of coal. We are doing it 
because we feel that our energy requirements
are likely to increase much during the next 
twenty years and that consequently there will 
be a shortage of at least 20 million tons of coal 
per year. We do not propose to replace co~ 
as a source of energy, but rather to increase 1t 
by means of energy obtained through the fission 
of uranium. 

This purpose is served by using an atomic 
pile as a new source of heat which can be used 
for raising steam and for operating the steam 
turbines and the electric generators. The 
atomic pile is already well known to you; 
There are two principal types of piles which 
can be used to produce motive power in the near 
future. The first type, proposed in France by 
Joliot and his associates in 1940, consists of 
bars of uranium metal suspended in a· reservoir 
of heavy water. In the second type, uranium 
metal bars are enclosed within pure graphite. 
Both the piles produce heat· as well as radio· 
active products in the uranium metal as a result 
of uranium fission; this heat can setv~ to pro-
duce steam. . 

In the county of Cumberland in the U.K. 
two large units of nuclear energy are under 
construction, which we hope to see in operation 
at ~e end of abou.t two y~rs. These piles 
coDSISt of a graphite ·core; ·mterspersed with 
bars of uranium metal and enclosed within a 
cylindrical boiler, six metres. in diameter. 
The heat from the hot uranium bars is to be 
transmitted to four generators by carrying 
carbon dioxide gas under pressure from the core 
to the generators. The steam then passes to an 
ordinary turbo-gene~tor. The. «;fficiency of 
c_on:vers10n of heat mto electnctty will be 
limited by the temperature of uranium fuel, 
which in these early piles, will be 40o•c. This 
will give a conversion efficiency of about 25 per 

*Leeture delivered before the Scientific CoiDIIlittee 
of the French Chamber of Deputies on July 1, 1954. 
Tnmslated f"rom F!el>ch U.to En$1isb by Sri B, N, Ben, 

cent. This is almost equal to the average 
efficiency of all the power stations of the Depa~t· 
ment of Electricity in the U.K., but it.is lo}Y 
compared to the efficiency of 30 per cent which . 
has been achieved in the most modem power · 
stations. 

At present, the effiCiency of this type J 
nuclear energy reactor is limited by the temperJ: 
ture at which fuel materials can be usedl 
Development in metallurgy, it is believed, wiul 

bri~0:b:::: :p:::~::~~~:f s~:a:::;r{" 
energy (from nuclear reactor) compares wi 
that produced in factories using coal. I sha 
inlmediately say that these first units of electri 
city from nuclear energy will. be. economic for 
the single reason that· plutonium is produced a 
a• secondary product. This secondary product 
is·ofconsiderable value not only for its milita 
use. but also for its use as a primary fuel in th 
power units of the·fJ,lture. Through these tw 
uses, we shall obtain precious information abou 
its operation which, we hope, wi11 direct! 
lead to the construction of a better unit designe 
entirely for the production of motive power. 

· . The cost of' electric power from nuclear · 
reactors will depend o~ three principal factors:/ 

1). the primary cost of the reactor, { 
2) ·the. price. of uraniUm metal-bars, .... 
3) the efficiency, of use of the uranium fuel, 

. _Our preliminary studies with the new and 
in! proved type. of graphite reactor . suggest; 
that the primary capital cost will be perhapS< 
twice as great as the cost of an ordinary powerl 
station of the Department of Electricity. Thisj 
results in the primary constituent within the coott 
being equal to 70% of the present average cos~ 
of..generation. ; 

The price of uranium metal bars, suitably 
encased as fuel, is well known. It depends o~ 
the price of uranium minerals, the cost of pu~J. 
fication and exuaction of the metal and finally 
on its fabrication cost. Our experiences have 
shown that large scale operation helps us much 
to reduce the cost of conversion of the mineral 
into the combustible metal bars. 

The greatest uncertainty ~ cost now ~rises 
from the considerable uncertamty of efficiency 
in the utilization of 1lf'311iwn fUel. ·~ 
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nuclear reacjtorrburn as primary fuel the lighter 
uranium-U23,6, which. constitutes· only about 
0.7 per cent of-the total.· But thanks to the 
alchemical properties of the pile, a new fuel, 
the plutonium, is produced from the heavy 
uranium, almost as rapidly as the primary 
fuel .burns itself. Thus as the primary fuel · 

' 
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burns, it is replaced by more plutonium pro
duced from the heavy and inert uranium. 
Small variations in the rate of conversion have 
a great influence on the ·total utilization of 
uranium. In the absence of more experience, 
we can only know. with an uncertainty factor 
varying from three to ten, how, much uranium 
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Fig. 1. Vertlcai Section. of the &actor at Saclav in Fr ., ance. 
A• Heavy Water ~tainer: B. Assembly of uranium bars ' " . · · · · · ' . ' · 

Refleotor; G. Intenne<hata . aluminium oovering: H D'ff . and the oooling tubes: C. Central tube· F. 
neutrons); I. Ventilation covering in cast iron; ' K . 0, 1 

USIOn ~~~ in graphite (source of very "slow 
canals for irredie.tion (asseen.from the front)· 0 hot n;.reta ~lueldmg; L. & M. Tangential· and -radial
R. Tabular blook for suspendins< uranium bar..' S i'tc mg 8 ut.ters of the diffusing column·· p, .Band: 
Peavr. wa~r~. ·:u: Ho~t~ ~: "Y.~·Safe~r.valve~ J. emovable slabs; T, ~paratus."ft;u- ~co.'nbination of-
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is required for producing a given quantity of 
energy. At present our pessimistic calcula
tions indicate that the cost of nuclear energy 
will be about 30% higher than that of energy 
produced by coal. We could· produce energy 
at a price of about four francs per unit of elec
tricity*. and if our efficiency of uti!i?.ation im
proves, we might approach more closely the 
price of electricity produced by coal, 

• 
PRESSURIZED WATER REAcroR 

We shall consider also other types ~of nu· 
clear reactors which promise reduction of 
the primary cost of the investment of uranium 
and expenditure on fuel. Let us, for example. 
study the design of a reactor which employs 
ordinary water in place of graphite fo~ c.n-

TOPFAC£ 

6' -I/Sf1~ R1moua6l• 
OrDphit• 

LOAD 

.. -T; 

·. Fig. 2. Diagram of Bepo-the graphite-moderated, natural uranium British experimental Pile at Harwell, 
U..K. 

. *In American money, this. is" about 12 mil, which 
IB about double the cost· of T'....vl•1ction of electrical 
"""BY .from coal, 

closing the uranium metal bars. Su_c~ a pile 
· consists of a pressure cylinder co~tammg the 

uranium bars with _water. In this case water 
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will circulate( flowil:ig by the side of the bars 
and then enter the steam generators. • ·. 

•, 

J 
BOILING WATER REACTOR 

, Alternatively it could also boil in the pressure 
cylinder and produce steam. Considering the 
protection of the workers. the latter principle 
attracts us most. •• 

] 

F AJrr BRBBDER REACTOR 

In yet another type of pile called the . f:ost 
fission breeder reactor, one hopes to utilize 
uranimn fuel with an efficiency at least ten 
times greater than that I have already spoken 
or•. We have constructed one reactor of this 
type, having a low energy, and it is_ our intent:!on ·, 
to build an . experimental ·.reactor. ~avmg 
great power. This type presents very d_tffic~lt 
technological problems and probably 1t wdl 
remain without commercial importance for ten 
years. Of immediate greater interest are the 
piles using thermal reactions. 

SUPPLY OP URANIUM 
I 

. 'l'h~ greatest advantage of this type of power 
unit is that more heat could be produced for 
ea,cli. ton of uranium so that the large initial 
eipenditme on uranium could be reduced 
considerably. One can use ordinary water 
for surrounding the uranium metal bars and 
for transferring the heat. In this case, although 
initial expenses on the pile are reduced, it is 

i_necessary to use more expensive uranium fuel If we want to have. from nucl.ear energy 
'l:ontaining more U-235 in order to compensate a significant contribution to the power resources · 
fo~ the unfavourable nuclear properties of ordi· of the world. there must be sufficient supplies 
nary water. · of urani.um. I have referred to our aim of 

It is also possible to use heavy water, but obtaining from uranium useful energy equiva-
the current commercial price of thi.s will greatly lent to twm!)l million tons of coal per annum. 

5
increase the initial expenditures of the power To achieve this object, it will be necessary to 
plant. In France, you are working on the me· build nuclear energy stations which will deve
thods of producing heavy water ; we are also lop jiv1 thousand wgawatls of electric energv. T?at 
studying it and it is quite possible; that it will would need about three years of construction · 
succeed. t if· the amount of generating material in Great 

In one modification of this pile which has Britain continues to increase at the same rate 
~een developed in the United States, uranium as at present. 
ts dispersed in heavy water to give rise to a kind For .working . these stations· it would be 
of soup (Slurry) which gets heated and can be necessary to have about two thousand tons of 
\~ade to circulate to produce steam in a separate uranium per annum if we accept the pessimistw 
\lenerator. This pile promises a high efficiency Jigurt.s of efficiency in the utilization of uranium 
of utilization of uranium and will possibly also and about ten times .less this quantity if we 
permit the use of thorium as a source of secon- accept the more optimistic calculations. If 
dary fuel, U .. •. · But it presents to metallurgists the breeder reactors are crowned with success, 
very difficult problems of corrosion. · the required quantities will be further. reduced 

•In the Am'erioan po.ttem of the proposed prea-. 
surized renctor, the roactor vessel is a cylinder-9ft. 
in diameter, 28 ft. high and is meant to stand a presa 
sure of 2000 lbs (133 atmospheres). The temperature of 
the fuel which is uranium enriched in ita U~235 content 
by 1.5 to 2%, is 315"0. Total quantity of uranium 
!I' 15. to 20 tons. Tho water will have a temperature 
between 260" to 315"0. This water will go to the heat 
exc.hanger, and the heat will be conveyed to a boiler 
generating steam at a pressure of 40 atmospheres. 
Tho fuel will last for about 3 yeara. 

••In the first experimental boiling water reactor 
in America, it has been found that t.be generation of 
steam within tho reactor core does not oa.use continual 
changes in reactivity or any unstable operation as had 
hl>en feared earlier. It is now-believed that it is possible 
to design B.W.R. which will operate in a stable, self. 
regulating manner and, in the event of trouble, will 
shut themselves down without a.ny serious dBmage. 
These developments constitute a major contribution 
towards safe power reactor. 

· tA plant for produc~i~n of ~vy water hBB ~ 
set up jointly by tho British Atollllc Energy Authonty 
lXld the Gov1>. of New ·Zealand in New Zealand, · · 

· by ten times. ·. · " · . 
'· · In the long run we ·may also have the pos-

sibility of using thorium. as a source of nuclear 
energy, but to do this, it is .necessary to expose 
thorium long· enough. in the reactors for produc
ing the secondary fuel, Uranimn-233. 

In the long run there will thus posSibly be 
enough of uranium and thorimn for .meeting 
the needs of the world. In fact one commission . . , 

•Because of the low capture to' fission ratio with 
high ~ neutrons, the number of excess neutrons 
available is great enough so .that breeding or ·complete 
con':"rsion of U-238 to plutonium is theoretiCallY. 
posstble. However, the higher concentration of 1JI'8DluDl 
nOC088al'y for criticality in fast reactors increases tho 
costs due to fuel investments. 

Potentially however, the value of the. additional 
plutonium produ.ed from tho excess neutrons in:'fsBt 
reactors might he enough to make this type of ~r 
~he JIIOSt economical power producer, .. .. .. · 
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~-in tht!"tr.:'i;ed States estimated that the ~somc~ 
of energy contained in uranium are fifty times 
greater than those in cot# and oil, provided breeding 
can be achieved in reactors. In my opi~ion 
this is probably a conservative estimate. 

In short, the efficiency of utilization of ura
nium will be perhaps low to start with, and the 
metallurgists, chemists and engineers will have 
to make intensive effo1 tS for achieving the highest 
figmes I have cited. 

I figure out a development pet iod of eight 
years in which we sliall build and put into action 
the first two power stations in England. We 
shall then build and operate. the better types. 
A,fter all these efforts, and provided we are suc
cessful in them, we should be ready to under
take the construction of nuclear energy stations 
which will produce five thousand megawatts 
of power, I have mentioned. This will be pos~ 
sible by 1965-70. 

In the United Kingdom, we are working 
on these new developments with the help of 
the Industry, and the Department of Electricity, 
The future· nuclear energy stations will be built 
by the Industry and operated by the Depart
ment of Electricity. The role of the Depart
ment of Nuclear Energy will be to ·render 
research service, to be engaged fu central 
development, to carry out research. work and 
to introduce new designs. Harwell is the prin
cipal centre of research and development and · 
there we have a school of reactor technology for 
the engineers of the Industry. Our Industri~t 
Group. at Risley has w.or~ed out pioneering 
designs which resulted from the study of designs· 
carried out at Harwell. The Indtistry and the 
Department of Electricity are taking part in 
this programme at Risle'y. Our first two nu
clear energy stations wt11 be operated by the 
workers of the Department of Elec.tricity as well 
as by those of the Nuclear Energy Department. 

. . 
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other sources. Alternatively, the. use of high 
temperature can be avoided in \he presence 
of r!ldiation. This subject is being actively 
studied at Harwell and in the 5ited States. 

.The radiation can also infl ence the proper- . 
ties of plastics like polyethylen Particularly, it 
greatly increases the resistance 1>C!!Yethylene 

· to high temperature. It could be of importance, 
for example, in the .case of valve-holders which 
may be used at high · temperatures. ~.sister 
organization has recently requested u~ to irra
diate twenty thousand valve-holders. , Poly
ethylene bottles will resist temperatures ne(f_ssary 
for sterilization by steam. · Irra!"ia~d'. pol~
ethyleile can also be used for ms'!lation Of 
cables and in electric_al machines will'king at 
high temperatures. . • ~ 

· . . There are th·ree possible sources of this 
radiation : · ' 

I) '· One can place th~ plastic materia' 
inside the protective covering of the · 
reactor, · l .... 

2) One ~~n use radiation given of!( by the . 
waste materials produced in the' lfission 
process, 

il' ·Linear accelerators at high intensity..! 
) which have been developed at Harwell; • 

can also be used. ·, 
We do not know yet. which of these will b~ 
more economic. · 

• Precautions are taken in emplo)dng. ·the 
highly radioactive fuels, supplie9 f>f t~e pile, 
as sources of radiation for these operations· 

... 'I. 
_ .Before I finish, I should like · to expre~s 

thanks for the friendly co-operation we h~ve 
received from the French scientists. · Durmg 
·the war our initial trials with h<;avt water were 
made possible by the co·opetation ,of. French 
scientists, Messrs. Gueron,' Goldschm1dt .and 

·HaJban, who brought to England ,180 ltttes 
Nuclear energy is not c.onside_red only as 

a source of power; there are possibilities of . 
important applications of the radiation in indus
try and in chemical engineering. · In the in
dustry, ·ethylene is polym~ed into poly
ethylene under high pressure and at. a high 
temperature. The yield of polyethylene may 
sometimes be ·doubled in the presence of 
radiations from radioactive materials or from 

of heavy water,-all· that !*d been. there at 
that time and who worked w1Mt us here and later 
in Canada under the Canadian nuclear energy 
development project. r • · 

·Since the war we have received much vadi~u-
li · frao-. able co-operation in the app cation o . 

isotopes and also in other research proJe~ 
We.fervently hope that this co-operation 
grow in -future to our mutual advantage. 
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